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M1.          (a)     Award ONE mark for an identification of the downward force as 
the force of gravity:
•    gravity/gravitational force;
•    weight [the common expression for the force exerted by an
object as a result of the Earth’s gravitational pull].
Do not  give credit for:
•    100g;
•    pulling (given);
•    tension;
•    1N;
•    mass.
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(b)     Award ONE mark for:
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(c)     Award ONE mark for:
•    (fabric) B.
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(d)     (i),(ii) Award ONE mark each, up to a maximum of TWO, for comparing
the properties of fabrics A and C given in the table:
•    fabric C (it) stretches more/is more flexible;
•    fabric C (it) does not absorb/soak up as much water/it only
absorbed 9cm3 but A absorbed 35cm3
Do not  give credit for answers based on information not in the table.
up to 2
[5]
 




M2.          Award ONE mark for correctly attributing properties of the TWO metal objects:
•        steel and copper both correct.
 
 
is attracted
is not
attracted
wooden pencil
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steel safety pin
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copper wire
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[given]
1



          Award ONE mark for correctly attributing properties of the
TWO non-metal objects:
•        plastic and cardboard both correct.
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plastic bead
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cardboard box
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[given]
1
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M3.          (a)     Award ONE mark for:
 
• The force from the water pushing the boat up.
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1(L3)



(b)     Award ONE mark for recognising that the larger lump of modelling clay
makes boat 2 sit lower in the water or that boat 2 is heavier:
•    boat 2 has more clay;
•    the lump of clay in boat 2 is bigger/ heavier;
•    the clay makes it heavier;
•    the heavier the boat, the lower it sinks;
•    it is heavier/weighs more;
•    there is more force (pulling/pushing) down.



ONE mark may be awarded for an absolute response implying that boat 2 has more modelling clay than boat 1:
•    boat 2 has a lot of clay;
•    boat 2 is heavy.



Do not give credit for an insufficient response:
•    the clay is weighing down the boat;
•    boat 2 floats lower because of the modelling clay;
•    there is a force.
1(L3)



(c)     Award ONE mark for a horizontal arrow pointing left drawn anywhere
on the picture:
■
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ONE mark may be awarded for an arrow pointing left that is within 45° of the horizontal:
■
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Do not give credit for an insufficient response where a line is drawn from the straw to the sail with no arrowhead.
1(L3)



(d)     Award ONE mark for:
•    friction.
ONE mark may be awarded for:
•    air resistance;
•    water resistance;
•    drag.



Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science:
•    gravity/weight.
Do not give credit for an insufficient response describing friction:
•    (the force from the) air/water/wind.
1(L4)



(e)     Award ONE mark for a response indicating that the big sail will have
a greater pushing/blowing force on it:
•    the force on the big sail is larger;
•    there is more sail for the blowing force to act on;
•    there is a bigger force because it has more sail to push;
•    the small sail will not get as much pushing force so it will be slower.



ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating that the big sail catches or traps more air/wind, pushing it along (faster/further):
•    the bigger sail catches more wind and is pushed faster;
•    more air will collect in the big sail to push it along.
Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science:
•    air resistance makes the boat go faster.



Do not give credit for an insufficient response where the forces on the sail have not been described:
•    the bigger the sail, the faster the boat [this is a consequence
     of a bigger force, not a description of the force];
•    the big sail will catch the wind better;
•    a bigger sail will catch more wind;
•    the small sail does not get as much wind;
•    the wind will blow the bigger sail faster [given].
1(L5)
[5]
 





 


E1.          In this question (Fabrics) the requirement to read data and make an interpretation from a simple table was completed successfully by most children. Almost all children were able to interpret a simple three-by-two table.
As in 1996, children’s responses to questions on forces show that although most can name forces such as gravity, understanding of more complex ideas is not sound.
          Over 80% of children identified the force of gravity on the suspended weight.
 


 



E3.          Boats
(a)     The majority of pupils recognised that Mike can feel the force of the water pushing up as he pushes down on the boat. The second option indicating Mike can feel a force from the water pushing the boat down, was the most common incorrect response, however it was only chosen by pupils assessed at levels 3 and 4.
(b)     Pupils had few problems explaining that boat 2 floats lower in the water because it has more modelling clay. A very small proportion (2%) gained the mark by only implying boat 2 has more clay e.g. boat 2 is heavy, however all the other pupils gaining the mark were able to give an explicit comparison.



(c)     Pupils also performed very well on this question, where they were required to draw an arrow to show the direction of the pushing force when Mike blows through a straw. Most pupils gave a clear horizontal arrow to the left. A small proportion of pupils gaining the mark (5%) drew an arrow that was within 45o of the horizontal. These responses were allowed as creditworthy. A very small number of pupils drew a horizontal line but failed to gain the mark because they omitted to draw an arrowhead. This error was mainly given by pupils assessed at level 3.



(d)     This question asks pupils to identify the force that slows the boat down. Over half of all pupils gained the mark, with most giving the better responses of ‘friction’ or ‘air resistance’. Only a very small proportion gained the mark for referring to ‘water resistance’ or ‘drag’.
Over one-tenth of all pupils not gaining credit incorrectly said gravity slowed the boat. This was a particularly common error made by pupils assessed at level 3 (almost one-fifth). Another common insufficient response, made by just under one-tenth of all pupils, was to indicate what slows the boat, (i.e. air, water or wind) rather than the type of force.



(e)     Pupils found this question very difficult and only one fifth of all pupils gained the mark. Pupils were required to compare a big and small sail and then explain, writing about forces, why the bigger sail makes the boat go faster. One tenth of pupils gave a good response indicating there will be more force acting on the bigger sail. This response was given by almost identical proportions of pupils assessed at levels 4 and 5 (12% and 13% respectively) and by half this proportion of pupils assessed at level 3. A further tenth of pupils (this time the greater proportion was by pupils assessed at level 5) gave allowable responses indicating more air is trapped/caught by the bigger sail to push it along (push being the force, and more air implying the push will be greater).



The most common insufficient response, for which no mark was awarded, was for pupils to describe how the bigger sail catches more wind but then not to expand on this to link wind with a force on the sail. This response was given by one-fifth of all pupils and by a quarter of pupils assessed at both levels 4 and 5. Over one-tenth of pupils repeated information given in the question that the bigger sail makes the boat go faster. This was given by the greatest proportion of pupils assessed at level 3 (nearly one-fifth). A further tenth of pupils incorrectly referred to air resistance making the boat go faster, a response more common among pupils assessed at level 4 and level 5, indicating confusion in the direction air resistance acts.
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